
Preparing Precinct Data for 
the 2020 Census

Utilizing ArcGIS Online, WebAppBuilder, VEMACS 
Voter Data, ArcGIS Tools



Project Goal
The state is requesting that all precincts be digitized and provided to the state as 
shapefiles for the 2020 census

The goal of this project was to coordinate with the election department to correct 
very rough precinct polygon data



Starting Data
Separate polygon shapefiles for each precinct

VEMACS voter data export (XML)

Address Points, previously fixed by a QA/QC script

Township Polygons



Essential Tools
1. ArcGIS Online and WebAppBuilder
2. Select/Join by Location
3. Snap
4. Polygon to Line, Line to Polygon, Polygon to Centroid
5. Buffer
6. Collapse to Centerline
7. Generalize
8. Dice



Collapse Dual Lines to Centerline
Derives centerlines from 
dual-line (or double-line) 
features, such as road casings, 
based on specified width 
tolerances.

Source: ArcGIS Help

http://desktop.arcgis.com/en/arcmap/10.3/tools/cartography-toolbox/collapse-dual-lines-to-centerline.htm


Generalize
Simplifies the input features using a 
specified maximum offset tolerance. The 
output features will contain a subset of 
the original input vertices

Source: ArcGIS Help

http://desktop.arcgis.com/en/arcmap/latest/tools/editing-toolbox/generalize.htm


Dice
Subdivides a feature into smaller features based on a specified vertex limit. This 
tool is intended as a way to subdivide extremely large features that cause issues 
with drawing, analysis, editing, and/or performance but are difficult to split up with 
standard editing and geoprocessing tools. This tool should not be used in any 
cases other than those where tools are failing to complete successfully due to the 
size of features.

Source: ArcGIS Help

http://desktop.arcgis.com/en/arcmap/10.3/tools/data-management-toolbox/dice.htm


Preparing and Organizing Data
One of the first steps was combining all the precinct shapefiles into the current 
feature. These files didn’t have an attributes or metadata, but they were named 
after the precinct, so I used their file names to populate a Precinct Name Field, 
using a python split to remove the file type. I used an index from the election 
department to attach Precinct Codes.

Voter addresses were manipulated with Python or VB to fit the format of the 
addresses in our GIS Address Point database, which had previously been 
standardized by another script



Selecting Potentially Bad Data
Once the Voter data was attached to our Address Points, I was able to attach 
precinct data by location, compare it (using a script) to the precinct data from 
VEMACS, and select the data points that didn’t match up, thereby highlighting 
points that may be assigned the wrong precinct in VEMACS, or may need the 
precinct lines updated to encompass them.

There were about 300 points to review. I uploaded them to an ArcGIS Online Web 
App, where the election department could see them and flag them based on 
whether their precinct would be changed in VEMACS, or their precinct would be 
kept and I would have to move the precinct line around them.







Line Cleanup
My analysis and the Election Department’s input showed that luckily, most data fell 
within bounds, and the areas where I would have to edit the precincts were 
becoming fairly obvious, but the precinct source data (the collection of shapefiles) 
was still very rough, and had many areas of overlap.

I deferred to using our Township Lines where possible, eliminating any precinct 
line data that intersected with it, and later merging Township Lines with my 
Precinct Lines to replace the eliminated data





Line Cleanup
The remaining cleanup of inner township precinct lines was more complicated

1. Dice (cut data into more easily processed sections)
2. Select All that don’t intersect Township Lines
3. Collapse to Centerline
4. Snap endpoints of collapsed segments
5. Merge collapsed centerlines with Township Lines, Snap end to edge
6. Convert Lines to Polygons
7. Using original precinct data, create centroids
8. New precinct polygons inherit attributes from centroid (join by location)





Symbology
Though normally associated with an end product, symbology assisted me in 
analysis, and played a large part in the editing process.

I used color coded diamonds to denote address points and their precinct by 
location. Triangles peaked out beneath them to show whether that address’ 
VEMACS assigned precinct was to be kept.

Crosses highlighted endpoints to help me identify where lines may not have been 
snapped together











Takeaways
1. You can use simple web apps to coordinate with departments that aren’t GIS 

inclined, combining your own knowledge and talents with theirs
2. Collapse to centerline, though not intended for this type of use, may in some 

cases work better than snapping or generalizing lines, or you may use them 
all in conjunction

3. Dicing can reduce data to bite-size chunks that are easier to process in 
ArcGIS, and diced lines can increase the accuracy of selecting by location


